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THIS EMBARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING

ANY MESSAGES PILED "WITH THE EMBARGO

Air Ministry News Service Air Ministry- Bulletin No. 9429

AMERICAN MOTHERS TRIBUTE TO R.A.F. MEN

After entertaining R.A.F. men serving in Canada under the British Commonwealth Air
Training plan, the following letter was sent by Mrs. Martha M. Hart, of Hinsdale,
Illinois, U.S.A., to Air-Vice-Marshal L.D.D. Mckean, Liaison-Officer-in-Chief of the

United Kingdom Air Liaison Mission in Canada,

lt is unlikely that my modest offer of hospitality sent to your head-

quarters in December ever came to your personal notice, although your various officers

handled the acknowledgement with prompt courtesy,.

’’But now that I've had three R.A.F. men under my roof, I simply have to tell you how

rich an experience it was for this family and for the many people who met them. Such

intelligent, fine-spirited ambassadors can do more to improve understanding and goodwill
between England and the United States than any amount of propaganda and diplomatic

maneuvring•

’’Appreciating at once the high calibre of the two from Carberry
*

(pilot-officer and

flight-sergeant Instructor* now), we quickly mad©- as many and varied contacts for them

as time allowed, not only for the sake of the men themselves, but because It was so
evident that they had much to give us,, All who met them however casually, felt the

impact of their level-headed courage, determination and Confidence, which we admire so

deeply in you Englishmen,

’’Coupled with those qualities of mind and heart was personal charm, so it was easy

to overcome the handicap of short acquaintance, so often a barrier to full appreciation.

Everyone somehow felt it was -a privilege to meet men from the R.A.F. and, meeting those

who were here, felt it was an inspiration. Re in America whose sons are Just beginning
to experience what your men have so long endured, are strengthened and reassured and

stimulated to greater personal effort by even so brief an association with your gallant

fighters.

"To know that men can face the hell of modem warfare and retain all that was fine

In them and add to that, new strength and clearer thinking and higher ideals, is to

know, that in the end, the sacrifices shall not have been in vain. A truly finer

world shall emerge. There should be no doubt of that in the minds of your men and

ours - and particularly since the work of reconstruction will (and should be) in the

hands of our young men who have thought as well as fought.

"A double responsbility rests upon you in high command and also upon us obscure

civilians supporting your effort, Re must not only turn out fighting men capable of

meeting this great emergency with success, but we must also turn out those same men

capable of meeting the greater problems of peace successfully.

”In more than a year of constant home hospitality to men in service (up to now our

young American officers and trainees) ,we find them all amazingly concerned with the

problems of post-war character. Your men show even greater concern. Their young,

clear thinking leavens the thinking throughout the world even now.

"Good gracious] what a grim idea I must be giving you of our hospitality] Under-

stand all this significance lies under a gay, friendly intimacy. We touch inevitably,

but do not linger on such subjects. Fun and rest and change is the keynote here - but

hearts and minds do somehow get stirred.

"This too long letter need not be turned over to someone for answering, It is the

equivalent of an American pat on the back in tribute and Recognition of all that you in

high places have done and are doing,

"Re millions of mothers count on you who command our sons - and now that I have

three and will have more "sons" in the R.A.F,, as well as my own two in our air force,

I think it not out of order to say thank you and to wish you well."

*
There is an R.A.F. Training School at Carberry, Manitoba.


